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The quality of lithium-ion batteries is affected by the formation
of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). For a better under-
standing of its effect on cell performance and aging, fast and
economically scalable SEI diagnostics are indispensable. Battery
models promise to extract hardly accessible interfacial and bulk
properties of the SEI from electrochemical impedance spectra
and discharge data. The common analysis of only one measure-
ment, often with empirical models, impedes a precise local-
ization of degradation-related and performance-limiting proc-

esses. This work offers a solution by combining
physicochemical SEI and cell modeling for the joint analysis of
both measurement types. Our analysis highlights the minor
importance of the SEI ionic conductivity for cell performance
along with a significant improvement and notable effect of its
interfacial properties along aging. Such a detailed understand-
ing of the initial SEI and its evolution over time could enable,
e.g., a knowledge-based optimization of the cell formation
process.

Introduction

The state of health of a lithium-ion battery can be evaluated by
various criteria like its capacity loss[1] or its change in internal
resistance.[2] However, these metrics inextricably summarize the
effects of likely different underlying changes at the electrode
and particle levels. Simulation studies can be used proactively
to develop cell designs with reduced mechanical stress in the
active material,[3] to identify the impact of electrode manufac-
turing uncertainties on cell performance,[4] and to recommend
application-specific electrode configurations, e.g., to prevent
detrimental lithium plating during fast charging.[5] The predic-
tion of the actual cell degradation remains an intricate
challenge of lithium-ion battery technology, which is still too
complex for predictive first principle aging models without
extensive experimental data.[6,7] Advanced model-based cell
diagnostics can help to improve the understanding of
fundamental degradation-related and performance-limiting
processes. These insights can then be used to introduce
knowledge-based electrode design and production process

adjustments, which are expected to be the main drivers for
short-term cost and cycle life improvements.[8]

For a holistic cell diagnosis, the solid electrolyte interphase
(SEI) is of special importance as it effects both cell performance
and degradation characteristics.[9,10] It forms during the first
cycles of a lithium-ion battery, predominately on the anode
side. Essentially, the initial formation of the SEI suppresses its
own growth and is key to a stable battery system. However, the
composition, thickness, and structure of the SEI are not static
after the initial formation. When electrochemically less stable
SEI components degrade or when soluble components dissolve
in the electrolyte, interfacial and bulk properties of the SEI can
change.[11] In addition, the breathing of the active material
during cycling can trigger fractures in the SEI, promoting
additional SEI growth.[12] As a result, the formation of an initial
SEI with favorable mechanical, chemical, interfacial, and
conductive properties is of significant interest. The substantial
process duration for its initial formation during battery
production[13] is another strong incentive for a detailed SEI
characterization to enable knowledge-based process optimiza-
tions.

Available approaches for the characterization of the SEI can
be divided into two categories: direct experimental and model-
assisted approaches. Direct experimental techniques like trans-
mission electron microscopy[14] and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy[15] are related to significant preparative effort.
Furthermore, these methods are commonly performed post-
mortem, which complicates their utilization for broad exper-
imental studies.

Model-assisted approaches can provide insights into the
current cell and SEI state based on non-destructive electro-
chemical experiments like C-rate tests or electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. In principle, a cell
diagnosis with a physicochemical lithium-ion battery model
could describe and thus exploit a wide range of electro-
chemical measurements for a detailed cell state estimation.
However, most models focus only on one measurement data
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type like C-rate test[16,17] or EIS measurement.[18,19] Such a
restricted diagnosis is disadvantageous for multiple reasons.
For example, a double-layer capacitance is likely better
identifiable from EIS measurements than C-rate tests, whereas a
solid diffusion coefficient may be better accessible from
discharge curves.[20,21] Importantly, there are also parameters
like reaction rate constants that influence both C-rate and EIS
data. Without a model for the joint analysis of both measure-
ment types, a robust and unambiguous cell diagnosis cannot
be ensured.[20,22] Furthermore, SEI-related insights from aging
models that use only cycling data[17,23] are commonly limited to
the loss of cyclable lithium, which is attributed to SEI growth.
With an EIS-based cell state estimation, changes in interfacial
SEI properties like process kinetics and double-layer capaci-
tance become accessible.[18] However, the interrelation with the
discharge behavior remains unclear.

Apart from physicochemical models like single particle
models,[18] equivalent circuit models (ECM) have been widely
used for impedance analysis and also system control due to
their easily adjustable level of complexity and low computa-
tional cost.[24,25] Nonetheless, with the goal of an in-depth cell
state and aging understanding, a physicochemical model is
preferred for two main reasons. First, it enables a straightfor-
ward physical interpretation of limiting processes and process
changes. Second, it features a better extrapolation capability as
a result of the modeling of physicochemical processes rather
than the imitation of the cell behavior with electric circuits.
Some publications combine the computational efficiency of
ECMs with the insight of physicochemical models, though the
employed approximations limit their scope to the analysis of
EIS data.[19,26] However, the complete translation of a phys-
icochemical model into a spatially resolved ECM would allow to
reproduce also dynamic charge and discharge measurements
while offering physically meaningful parameter estimates.[27]

Until now, the benefit of the joint analysis of EIS and
discharge measurements with a cell model that comprises a
detailed SEI modeling has not been investigated. We are going
to demonstrate that an SEI-extended cell model can reproduce
both measurements and provide detailed insights into the
initial cell state after formation with clear changes in SEI and
cell properties during aging. In future studies, this assignment
of behavioral changes to physically meaningful parameters can
help to advance cell and material design or even operating
strategies for the mitigation of premature cell degradation.

The paper is divided into five major sections. First, the
understanding and modeling of processes at the interfaces of
the SEI as well as charge transport through the SEI are
discussed. Subsequently, the chosen cell modeling framework
is introduced, which builds the foundation for the following
integration of the SEI model. Afterwards, an iterative model
parameterization strategy is described, which exploits parame-
ter sensitivities in different measurements for meaningful
parameter estimates. In the next step, our experimental aging
study is introduced. It provides the data for the final application
of our concept to gain model-based insights into the initial cell
state and its changes during aging. Here, we will reveal

changes in SEI properties and further aging-related cell
parameters.

SEI Understanding and Modeling

To allow for an insightful modeling of the SEI that adds value
to model-based cell diagnostics, a good understanding of its
properties and transport mechanisms as well as its interfacial
processes is crucial. An et al., Peled and Menkin, and Wang
et al. provide comprehensive reviews on the SEI, covering
aspects like its initial formation,[11] current and future challenges
of SEI-dependent battery systems,[9] and relevant modeling
approaches.[28] It is generally accepted that the SEI is a complex
composite structure, built of various degradation products with
different electrochemical and mechanical stability as well as
different transport properties. Here, inorganic products like
Li2CO3 and LiF form a dense layer on the active material
surface, which is covered by a porous organic outer layer.
Organic SEI components are commonly less stable and undergo
further reductions more easily, but they can create a better
overall mechanical strength.[29] For the modeling of the SEI, its
multi-component nature along with its multi-layer structure
raise fundamental questions about the optimal level of detail
for model-based cell diagnostics. Furthermore, processes and
reactions at the interfaces of the SEI as well as lithium-ion
transport between them must be considered.

It is still under discussion whether a porosity of the SEI
should be considered. Single et al. proposed a continuum
model for the electrochemical formation of the SEI on
graphite.[30] Based on the suggested competition between
electron conduction and solvent diffusion, a non-zero SEI
porosity was predicted. Li et al. investigated the SEI on a
lithium metal anode in a detailed simulation study.[31] It is
pointed out that only the inner layer of the anode surface film,
i. e., the densely packed inorganic layer, should be considered
as an effective passivation film that prevents further side
reactions. The outer porous layer is not considered passivating
due to liquid electrolyte in its pores. In this work, we will model
only the dense inner layer of the surface film, which will be
referred to as the SEI for simplicity.

Apart from the multi-layered structure of the SEI, it must be
decided on the modeling of its multi-component nature. There
are two archetypes of component alignment: serial connection
and parallel connection. Obviously, a two-layer structure with
one ionically almost isolating component like LiF on top of a
better conductive component like Li2CO3 would result into a
different overall transport loss compared to a side-by-side
arrangement. Based on simple EIS measurements and C-rate
tests, an insightful deconvolution of the overall SEI-related
transport losses into individual SEI components along with
information about their average alignment throughout the
anode is unrealistic. Significant synergistic effects between
components with individually unfavorable transport character-
istics add a further level of complexity and uncertainty.[32] In
view of these two aspects, i. e., component orientation in the
film and synergistic effects, an explicit modeling of the local SEI
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properties would necessitate complex ex-situ measurements to
reveal the local arrangement of different SEI components.
Nonetheless, experimental limitations would still leave some
questions open, e.g., regarding the effect of SEI morphology
and composition on ion transport.[33] Considering the desired
SEI characterization based on fast and non-destructive meas-
urements, we use an effective SEI ionic conductivity in this
work.

In the following, charge transfer at the SEI interfaces,
lithium-ion transport between the electrolyte and the active
material phase, and the potential profile over the SEI thickness
are discussed. Models on SEI-related cell degradation often
consider only the ohmic properties of the SEI while using a
classic Butler-Volmer expression for the intercalation
reaction.[17,23] To enable an accurate representation of cell
dynamics and thus be able to simulate realistic impedance
spectra, a more differentiated look at the involved reaction
mechanism is necessary. In this context, Lück and Latz
presented a model for an electrochemical double-layer
between a planar electrode and a liquid electrolyte, which was
used for the study of intercalation reactions.[34,35] Based on
experimental observations from lithium-ion batteries, they
considered a two-step intercalation mechanism that comprises
i) the lithium-ion de-/adsorption at the interface between solid
and electrolyte phase, and ii) the de-/intercalation into the
active material. For simplicity, they projected the spatial
resolution of the double-layer on the interface between
electrode and electrolyte. The interface was coupled to the
transport in bulk electrode and bulk electrolyte. They con-
cluded that the charging of the electrochemical double-layer is
the driving force for charge transfer across the interface.
However, this work did not yet consider a surface film between
the active material and the electrolyte phase.

In our previous work, continuum pseudo two-dimensional
(P2D) cell modeling and a kinetic Monte Carlo method were
combined to analyze the growth of the SEI during cell
formation.[36] Here, lithium-ion transport through the SEI was
described as a combination of three process steps: i) adsorption
of a solvated lithium-ion at the interface of the SEI with the
liquid electrolyte, ii) transport through the SEI to its inner
interface, and iii) intercalation into the active material. Heinrich
et al. used a similar setup for the analysis of impedance spectra
along cell aging.[18] Both studies assumed single ion conductor
properties for the SEI, i. e., pure ionic conduction. For the sake
of model simplicity, the transfer of an adsorbed lithium-ion into
the SEI and its intercalation into the active material were
treated as a homogeneous multi-step reaction.[18,36,37] In this
work, we adopt the three-step charge transfer mechanism from
our previous work, but we consider the three steps individually
rather than lumped together. Individual electrochemical dou-
ble-layers as well as species balances are considered for both
SEI interfaces.[18,36] This is similar to the closed-form ECM-based
impedance model by Kong et al., but we do not consider an
additional interface between active material and electrolyte in
parallel with the SEI.[26]

Regarding transport through the SEI, the assumption of a
single ion conductor is well supported by research. For

instance, Borodin et al. investigated lithium-ion transport in
dilithium ethylene dicarbonate, Li2EDC, which is a common
organic SEI component.[38] They suggested that Li2EDC acts as a
single ion conductor. Shi et al. used density functional theory
to reveal the mechanism of lithium-ion transport in the
inorganic SEI component Li2CO3.

[39,40] They suggested that
lithium-ions are transported rapidly by pore diffusion in the
porous outer organic SEI layer and by knock-off diffusion, i. e.,
displacement of neighboring lattice sites rather than direct-
hopping through empty spaces, of interstitial Li+ in the inner
inorganic SEI layer. They confirmed their results with estimated
SEI resistances from impedance data as well as other measure-
ments like TEM, XPS, and TOF-SIMS. With only one main
diffusion carrier, this also points at a single ion conductor
behavior. From the perspective of impedance modeling, Single
et al. also investigated transport within the SEI.[19] In a first step,
they modeled it similar to transport in the electrolyte phase
with both migration and diffusion. In the next step, they
parameterized their model with experimental data. Here, they
could only reproduce the experimental impedance spectra
accurately with a transference number close to one, supporting
the assumption of a single ion conductor behavior. However,
the investigated symmetric cell with planar lithium metal
electrodes, i. e., non-intercalation electrodes, and a Li-TFSI
electrolyte in a tetraglyme solution may not be directly
comparable to state-of-the-art lithium-ion batteries with graph-
ite-based anodes. For this reason, we will keep the diffusion
process in our model to assess its necessity for the reproduc-
tion of experimental EIS and C-rate data. We adopt the
estimated SEI transference number of 0.97 from Single et al.[19]

Figure 1 shows the translation of the discussed SEI under-
standing into a schematic representation of the SEI model,
which we implement. It shows one representative anode active
material particle covered by an SEI within a P2D cell model. The
relevant processes and the potential profile through the SEI are
shown. Henceforth, the interface between active material
particle and SEI is indicated by the index sSEI; the interface
between SEI and electrolyte is indicated by the index SEIe.

Model Development

With the ambition of fast, yet in-depth model-based cell
diagnostics, the choice of an adequate cell modeling frame-
work is crucial. This necessitates two fundamental trade-offs: i)
Necessary model complexity for accurate reproduction of
experimental data vs. computational effort. ii) Desired in-depth
physicochemical insights vs. a potentially larger number of
hardly identifiable model parameters.

Equivalent circuit models are commonly used for the
analysis of electrochemical impedance spectra, but they can
also be used to describe a cell’s charge/discharge
behavior.[24,25,41,42] Still, ECMs rely on state of charge (SOC)
dependent resistances that would need to be translated into
diffusion coefficients or reaction rate constants for a detailed
understanding of cell behavior changes. Physicochemical
models directly describe the underlying processes like diffusion,
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migration, and concentration-dependent reaction kinetics. At
the lower end of the complexity range, single particle models
can be used for the analysis of quasi-steady state data, i. e., low
C-rates and EIS.[18,43] 3D microstructure-resolved battery models
are likely to capture the electrochemical cell behavior best.[44]

However, their computational effort currently still prohibits
their utilization for cell diagnostics. Furthermore, the measure-
ment of the electrode microstructure, e.g., via synchrotron[45] or
FIB/SEM tomography[46] results into additional effort and infra-
structure requirements. The P2D model[47] comes with the
promise to resemble the model accuracy of a microstructure-
resolved model with moderate computational cost. Here, the
consideration of a particle size distribution would improve the
model accuracy, but also increase the computational effort.[44]

As a result, we use a P2D modeling framework with one
representative particle size for each electrode as the basis for
the SEI modeling. Nonetheless, future advances in available
computational power and the utilization of surrogate
modeling[48] could make microstructure-resolved battery mod-
els a great extension of the here presented SEI modeling.

In the following sections, the P2D cell model itself and the
implementation of the SEI into this model are discussed in
detail. In the end, the considered dynamics at the anode and
cathode current collector are briefly described.

Basic P2D cell modeling framework

The model in this paper is based on the physicochemical P2D
battery model as introduced by Doyle et al.[47] It is extended by
an electrochemical double-layer as proposed by Legrand et al.
to enable meaningful EIS simulations.[49] A summary of the
basic equations for lithium-ion transport in the active material
particles, in the electrolyte phase, and transfer between these
phases is given in Table SI-1. The kinetics on the anode side are
described with non-ideal activities.[50,51] The detailed equations
are provided in the following section. The kinetics on the
cathode side are described with a Butler-Volmer expression,
which represents a single rate-limiting process. For the
concentration-dependent exchange current density, the activ-
ities in the active material and the electrolyte phase are
obtained by normalization of the lithium-ion concentrations to
the maximum solid concentration and the reference electrolyte
concentration, respectively. A summary of these and other
complementary model equations is given in Table SI-2 along
with a schematic structure of the utilized P2D cell model in
Figure SI-1. The modeling of the illustrated anode-side SEI is
discussed in the following sections. Due to less pronounced
and typically not performance-limiting surface film formation
on the cathode side, this electrode is modeled SEI-free.[52,53]

Figure 1. Graphical summary of the SEI model for the anode side, illustrating the potential profile at the interfaces of the SEI with electrochemical double-
layers at both interfaces. The arrows at the magnified SEI on the right side indicate the pathway of a lithium-ion from the solid into the electrolyte phase. This
comprises the deintercalation from the active material, the transport through the SEI to the active material-SEI (sSEI) interface via diffusion and migration, and
the final desorption at the SEI-electrolyte (SEIe) interface. The interfaces provide a limited number of surface sites ΓSEI for occupation by lithium-ions. Here,
vacant surface sites are shown as dotted circles and occupied ones as solid circles. For visual clarity, the surface sites are only shown on one side of the
interface. Furthermore, the surface sites and thus the electrochemical double-layers are shown with a non-zero spatial expansion, which would be expected in
reality. However, in the model, this spatial resolution is eliminated, resulting into a potential-step at the interfaces. Finally, SEI-related parameters that are
updated along cell aging in this work, are surrounded by dashed, red boxes.
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Implementation of the SEI in a P2D cell model

This section addresses the implications of a second interface
between active material and electrolyte for the determination
of the solid as well as electrolyte phase potential. Afterwards,
the equations for the intercalation reaction, the adsorption
process, and the transport through the SEI are introduced.
Finally, the necessary equations for the potentials at the two
electrochemical double-layers of the SEI as well as its interfacial
surface coverages are shown.

The original Doyle-Fuller-Newman model does not consider
a surface film between active material and electrolyte phase.
Without the SEI, the solution of the solid phase potential �s

and electrolyte phase potential �e at the location x within the
cell is straightforward. With the electrochemical double-layer
between solid and electrolyte phase, the total volumetric
current of lithium-ions jtot from electric conduction in the active
material

jtot xð Þ ¼
@

@x
ss;eff

@�s xð Þ
@x

� �

(1)

with conductivity ss;eff can be equated with the total lithium-
ion current from migration and diffusion in the electrolyte
phase

jtot xð Þ ¼ �
@

@x
se;eff xð Þ

@�e xð Þ
@x

� �

�
@

@x
sDe;eff xð Þ

@ln ce xð Þð Þ

@x

� �

(2)

with the ionic electrolyte conductivity se;eff , the effective
diffusive ionic conductivity sDe;eff , and the electrolyte concen-
tration ce xð Þ. A numerical solution to this problem can be
obtained with the finite volume method. In the classical P2D
model, the desired potentials �s and �e can be obtained via the
electrochemical potential at the double-layer

D�DL ¼ �s � �e: (3)

In an SEI-extended P2D cell model, the two SEI interfaces
with their individual electrochemical double-layers result into a
total of four instead of two relevant potentials. As a starting
point, the potentials at the double-layers at both the inner and
the outer SEI interface, i. e., D�sSEI and D�SEIe, are initialized at
the equilibrium potential of the active material vs. Li/Li+ and
0 V vs. Li/Li+, respectively. Then, the potential difference
between solid and electrolyte phase can be expressed as

�s � �e ¼ D�sSEI þ D�SEI þ D�SEIe (4)

with the potential drop D�SEI over the SEI thickness. The charge
transport through the SEI is described with the Nernst-Planck
equation[54] according to

jtot ¼
kSEI

asdSEI

RTð1 � 2tp;SEIÞ

F ln
qsSEI

qSEIe

� �

� D�SEI

� �

(5)

with the SEI ionic conductivity kSEI, the specific surface area as

of the spherical active material particles, the universal gas
constant R, the temperature T, the transference number in the
SEI tp;SEI, the Faraday constant F, the interfacial lithium-ion
coverage at the inner and outer interface of the SEI qsSEI and
qSEIe, respectively, and the SEI thickness dSEI. In combination
with Equations (1) and (2), this allows for the calculation of the
total volumetric lithium-ion current in presence of the SEI along
with the corresponding solid and electrolyte phase potential.

In the following, all equations for lithium-ion transport and
transfer between anode active material and electrolyte phase
are derived. They are introduced starting with the deintercala-
tion, going on with the transport through the SEI, and ending
with the solvatization of a lithium-ion and its desorption at the
outer SEI interface.

In the first step, intercalated lithium Li(s) is transferred to a
vacant surface site VLi at the sSEI-interface while leaving a
vacancy and an electron in the active material, according to the
following equation:

Li sð Þ þ VLi sSEIð Þ Ð Liþ sSEIð Þ þ VLi sð Þ þ e� sð Þ: (6)

The reaction rate coefficients for the forward reaction kf;s=sSEI

kf;s=sSEI ¼ k0;s=sSEIexp �
Ea;s=sSEI

RT

� �

exp
aD�sSEIF

RT

� �

(7)

and the backward reaction kb;s=sSEI

kb;s=sSEI ¼ k0;s=sSEIexp �
Ea;s=sSEI � DG0

s=sSEI

RT

 !

exp �
1 � að ÞD�sSEIF

RT

� �

(8)

are defined based on the Arrhenius equation, with the reaction
rate constant k0;s=sSEI, the standard Gibbs free energy DG0

s=sSEI,
the activation energy Ea;s=sSEI, and the electrochemical potential
at the interface between active material and SEI D�sSEI. For this
reaction, the standard Gibbs free energy is defined as

DG0
s=sSEI ¼ m0

Li sSEIð Þ þ m0
VLi sð Þ þ m0

e� � m0
Li sð Þ � m0

VLi sSEIð Þ (9)

with the standard chemical potentials μ0 listed in Table SI-3.
Finally, the overall volumetric reaction rate rs=sSEI at the sSEI-
interface is described as an elementary charge-transfer
reaction.[50] It depends on the forward and backward reaction
rate constants kf and kb, the ratio between the number of
occupied and total surface sites, i. e., the surface coverages qsSEI

and qSEIe, the surface site density GSEI, the activity of lithium-
ions a in their respective states, and the specific surface area as:

rs=sSEI ¼ asGSEI aLi sð Þ 1 � qsSEIð Þkf;s=sSEI � aVLi sð ÞqsSEIkb;s=sSEI

� �
: (10)

The required activities of lithium in the active material are
obtained with a Redlich-Kister approach.[50] In this work, the
surface site density is the same for both SEI interfaces. As a
result, both the de-/intercalation reaction and the de-/adsorp-
tion process are influenced by this parameter. Future studies
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may use different values for the inner and the outer SEI
interface as a function of its local composition and surface
structure or rather roughness.

The volumetric reaction rate of the generic reaction i can
be transformed into the corresponding volumetric lithium-ion
current with

jLi
i ¼ riF: (11)

The lithium-ion transport _nsSEI=SEIe between the inner (sSEI)
and outer (SEIe) interface of the SEI is driven by potential and
concentration gradients, i. e., migration and diffusion,
respectively.[19,54] For the sake of simplicity, the curvature of the
SEI is neglected due to its small thickness compared to the
underlying particle radius.[55] This allows to use the same
specific surface area as for the inner and outer interface of the
SEI. The earlier discussed transference number for lithium-ions
in the SEI tp;SEI accounts for deviations from a single ion
conductor. This results into:

_nsSEI=SEIe ¼ � DLi;SEIGSEIa
2
s

qSEIe � qsSEI

dSEI
þ

tp;SEIj
tot

F : (12)

To reduce the computational burden of the SEI implemen-
tation, we went without a spatial discretization. This is valid if
transport through the SEI is fast and gradients within this thin
surface film are small.

The final process step, i. e., the solvatization and desorption
of lithium-ions at the SEIe-interface, is defined analogously to
the deintercalation reaction at the sSEI-interface in Equa-
tions (6)–(10). During the desorption process, a lithium-ion
from the SEIe-interface is transferred into the electrolyte phase
while leaving a vacant surface site according to

Liþ SEIeð Þ Ð VLi SEIeð Þ þ Liþ eð Þ: (13)

The forward reaction rate is given by

kf;SEIe=e ¼ k0;SEIe=eexp �
Ea;SEIe=e

RT

� �

exp
aD�SEIeF

RT

� �

(14)

and the backward reaction rate by

kb;SEIe=e ¼ k0;SEIe=eexp �
Ea;SEIe=e � DG0

SEIe=e

RT

 !

exp �
1 � að ÞD�SEIeF

RT

� �

:

(15)

The standard Gibbs free energy is obtained via

DG0
SEIe=e ¼ m0

VLi SEIeð Þ þ m0
Li eð Þ � m0

Li SEIeð Þ: (16)

The volumetric de-/adsorption rate of lithium-ions is
defined based on power-law kinetics:[18]

rSEIe=e ¼ asGSEI qSEIekf;SEIe=e � aLi eð Þ 1 � qSEIeð Þkb;SEIe=e

� �
: (17)

Here, the activities for solvated lithium-ions in the electro-
lyte phase are obtained by normalization to a reference
concentration (1 molL� 1). The volumetric reaction rate can be
converted into the corresponding volumetric current of
lithium-ions with Equation (11).

The two following species balances describe the time
dependence of the surface coverage at the interface between
active material and SEI

asGSEI
@qsSEI

@t ¼ rs=sSEI � _nsSEI=SEIe (18)

and at the interface between SEI and electrolyte phase

asGSEI
@qSEIe

@t
¼ _nsSEI=SEIe � rSEIe=e (19)

with the corresponding interfacial reaction rates ri and the
transport through the SEI _nsSEI=SEIe.

Finally, the charge balances for the electrochemical double-
layers at the two SEI interfaces are introduced. It is assumed
that the double-layer capacitance CDL is constant with respect
to potential and local lithium-ion concentration. The charge
balances are given by

CDL
sSEI

@ D�sSEIð Þ

@t ¼
jtot � jLi

sSEI

as
(20)

for the interface between the active material and the SEI and
by

CDL
SEIe

@ D�SEIeð Þ

@t
¼

jtot � jLi
SEIe

as
(21)

for the interface between the SEI and the electrolyte phase
with the potentials at the double-layers D�sSEI and D�SEIe,
respectively.

Dynamics related to the current collectors

For an improved understanding of the SEI, it is important to
differentiate between SEI-related and contact-related impe-
dance contributions. Here, Gaberscek et al. shaped the com-
monly accepted impedance interpretation by investigating the
origin of the high-frequency impedance arc in lithium-ion
batteries beyond 1 kHz.[56] They demonstrated clearly that this
impedance contribution must be related to the contact
between the electrode coating and the underlying metallic
substrate, i.e, the current collector. For a meaningful phys-
icochemical cell diagnosis, this should not be confused with
the SEI and its reported characteristic frequency on the order of
250 Hz.[57,58] For this reason and for the sake of completeness,
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we include the anode and cathode contact resistances into our
model.

The potentials at the double-layers at the anode D�a;cc

� �

and cathode D�c;cc

� �
current collector with the contact

resistances Ra;cc and Rc;cc and the electric current Icell are
described with

CDL
a;cc

d D�a;cc

� �

dt
¼

Icell tð Þ
Acell

�
D�a;cc

Ra;cc

� �

(22)

and

CDL
c;cc

d D�c;cc

� �

dt ¼ �
Icell tð Þ
Acell

�
D�c;cc

Rc;cc

� �

: (23)

Both potentials at the double-layers are initialized at 0 V vs.
Li/Li+. Eventually, the cell voltage can be calculated with

Vcell ¼ �c Lcellð Þ þ D�c;cc � �a 0ð Þ � D�a;cc: (24)

Parameterization Strategy

As discussed before, the central purpose of the proposed SEI-
extended P2D cell model is to enable a holistic cell diagnosis
based on multiple measurement types for an in-depth under-
standing of the state of a lithium-ion battery and its changes
during aging. Inevitably, this requires a sound parameterization
strategy to avoid ambiguous and thus potentially misguiding
parameter estimates. For this reason, we employ a multi-step
parameterization procedure to exploit individual parameter
sensitivities that differ between the measurement techniques.

Figure 2 provides a condensed summary of the strategy for
both the initial model parameterization and the later parameter
update during cell aging.

The fundamental parameterization procedure is similar to
our previous work.[20] It highlighted that the commonly chosen
approach for P2D cell model parameterization based on
discharge curves cannot ensure good parameter identifiability.
Although the experimental data may be represented accu-
rately, a non-unique parameter set could lead to wrong
conclusions with respect to limiting processes in the cell. To
overcome this problem, a multi-step parameter estimation
approach was used, using quasi-static discharge and dynamic
EIS measurements in a three-electrode setup. In this work, we
extend this parameterization strategy to account for the SEI.
Table 1 summarizes the extracted parameters in each parame-
terization step from Figure 2. It specifies the already known
parameters and the exploited measurement data for the
parameter estimation, starting with low C-rate discharge for
solid state concentrations (step I), moving on to high C-rate
discharge for mass transport-related parameters (step II), and
advancing to EIS data for kinetic parameters (step III). The
corresponding objective functions are detailed in Section SI-1.3.
The identifiability of the initial parameters and the identifiability
of parameter changes due to aging are discussed in Section SI-
1.4 and Section SI-1.5, respectively. Regarding the EIS analysis,
only the medium frequencies between roughly 1 kHz and 5 Hz
are used. In this range, the reaction kinetics and SEI-related
processes take place, for which parameters are identified.[41,57,58]

Importantly, this frequency range is not accessible with a
common discharge measurement, which underlines the impor-

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the multi-step parameterization strategy for a model-based cell diagnosis of the SEI-extended P2D cell model with
three-electrode measurements. Before any mathematical optimization is applied, well-known properties from electrode production like electrode thickness,
porosity, and active material volume fraction are fixed. Further properties like the ionic conductivity of the utilized electrolyte system may be adopted from
literature. Afterwards, three parameterization steps are executed sequentially for both the initial model parameterization after cell formation and the
parameter update along cell cyclization. The parameter update of aging-sensitive parameters uses always the prior cell state. This can either be the initial
state of a fresh cell after formation or an already updated parameter set from an earlier characterization snapshot during aging.
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tance of a joint analysis of C-rate and EIS data for a holistic cell
diagnosis.

Initial model parameterization

As the first step in any model parameterization, all already
known or easily accessible parameters should be fixed. In this
work, the electrode and separator thicknesses, the electrode
porosity ee, and the active material volume fraction es are
known. Other parameters like the electrolyte conductivity and
diffusivity may require tailored experiments, which are often
already available in literature. For this work, the electrolyte
properties are approximated with empirical polynomials for
1 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC 3 :7 (w:w) by Landesfeind et al.[59] The
anode and cathode open circuit potentials are described with a
Redlich-Kister expansion. We extracted the corresponding Red-
lich-Kister coefficients from half-cell discharge data at a C-rate
of C/50 after cell formation via nonlinear least-squares fitting
(see Table SI-4).

Although not directly measurable, the initial SEI thickness
after cell formation is calculated based on the initial capacity
loss in the 1st formation cycle. In contrast to a mathematical
optimization, this circumvents ambiguous results due to strong
correlations with parameters like the SEI ionic conductivity.
Model-based studies on SEI growth commonly use available
image analysis data to estimate the SEI thickness or directly
calculate it from the initial capacity loss during cell
formation.[17,18,23] We use the latter approach and estimate the
SEI thickness based on the difference between charge and
discharge capacity during the first formation cycle. Importantly,
we attribute only part of the observed capacity loss during
formation to irreversible SEI growth. The apparent capacity loss
at high anode potentials is related to a reversible shift in the
lithiation degree of the anode (see Section SI-1.2).

In general, a wide range of SEI growth reactions is possible
within an LiPF6 EC:EMC electrolyte system with a small amount
of VC as a formation additive.[11] Intertwined reaction pathways
between these components and their intermediate reaction
products further complicate the estimation of the exact SEI
composition and its related lithium consumption.[60] The
formation data alone do not provide enough distinct features
for a reasonable differentiation between different SEI growth

reactions and resulting SEI components. To enable a clear
estimation of the SEI thickness, we attribute all SEI growth to
the inorganic SEI component lithium carbonate like in our
previous work,[18] according to the following reaction:[28]

EC þ 2Liþ þ 2e� ! Li2CO3 þ C2H4: (25)

The EC-related film thickness is calculated from the
irreversible initial capacity loss (ICL) QICL along with the molar
volume of lithium carbonate ~VLi2CO3

:

dSEI ¼
QICL

2F
~VLi2CO3

a� 1
s : (26)

It is assumed that the SEI forms homogeneously through-
out the anode. Relevant parameters for the thickness calcu-
lation are summarized in Table SI-5. Taking into account the SEI
volume, the anode porosity is adjusted:

eadjusted
a;e ¼ einit

a;e � dSEIas: (27)

Parameter update during aging

To determine, how the cell and the SEI changes during
cyclization, aging-sensitive parameters are identified and
updated after 50 and 100 aging cycles (see Table 1). The
starting points for these mathematical parameter optimizations
are the initial parameter set after formation and the updated
parameter set after 50 aging cycles, respectively. Importantly,
the parameters in this work were chosen based on their ability
to capture the observed changes in the experiments. For other
cells or different aging conditions, a reassessment of the
selected aging-sensitive parameters is highly recommended.

In the first step, the SEI thickness dSEI is updated with
discharge data at a C-rate of C/10 to capture the observed loss
of lithium inventory. Here, we attribute the full losses in
capacity to SEI growth and not loss of active material. This
assumption is supported by a differential voltage analysis of
the experimental half-cell data, which does not show substan-
tial changes in peak separation at low SOC on the anode side.
In any other case, the parameterization would have to consider

Table 1. Summary of the parameterization steps including the extracted parameters and the utilized (experimental) data sources for both the initial model
parameterization and the update of aging-sensitive model parameters during cyclization. The experiments comprise anode and cathode half-cell data. The
initial parameter values are summarized in Table SI-5.

Step Data Parameters (initial) Parameters (update)

Cell properties Electrode production da, ds, dc, ee;a, ee;s, ee;c, es;a, es;c –
Literature Electrolyte properties –
OCP measurement Activities, chemical potentials –
1st formation cycle dSEI –

I C/10 discharge ca;0, cc;0, ca;max, cc;max dSEI, Ds;c

II 1C, 2C discharge ta, tc, Ds;a, Ds;c ta, Ds;c

III EIS k0;s=sSEI , k0;SEIe=e, k0;c, GSEI , k0;c,
CDL

sSEI ,C
DL
SEIe, C

DL
c , CDL

sSEI ,C
DL
SEIe, C

DL
c ,

ss;c, ss;a, kSEI , kSEI

Ra;cc, Rc;cc, C
DL
a;cc, C

DL
c;cc
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the deactivation of (partially) lithiated active material. In the
second step, the anode tortuosity and the cathode solid
diffusion coefficient are adjusted based on 1C and 2C discharge
data. These two parameters were found to be crucial to
reproduce the observed changes in the respective half-cell
voltages. In the final parameterization step, the EIS measure-
ment is used to update the ionic conductivity of the SEI, its
surface site density, and its two distinct double-layer capaci-
tances. These parameters enable a lateral shift of the anode
half-cell impedance, a direct manipulation of its kinetics via the
surface site density, and a shift of its characteristic frequencies
via the two capacitances. Here, it is assumed that changes in
the kinetics are related to the available surface site density.
However, a change in the reaction and adsorption rate
constant, e.g., due to an altered interfacial composition would
have the same effect on the cell behavior. Additional studies
would be needed to decide on the physically more reasonable
one. The SEI diffusion coefficient is not adjusted due to a lack
of corresponding features in the experimental data. On the
cathode side, the reaction rate constant and the double-layer
capacitance are updated.

Experimental Section
The following experimental study is used for the model-based state
estimation of a fresh cell directly after the formation process and
along aging. Herein, the initial state estimation will help to assess
the importance of individual SEI properties for both the cell
performance at elevated C-rates and the impedance behavior. The
subsequent analysis of cell behavior changes during aging via a
parameter update will help to understand degradation or rather
transformation processes within the cell.

The electrodes for the aging study in this work have an active
material content of 93% for both the graphite anode and the
NMC622 cathode. The porosity of these electrodes was estimated
via mercury intrusion porosimetry. These and other parameters
that were measured, known from production, or obtained from the
initial model parameterization are summarized in Table SI-5.

For the electrochemical cell characterization, a commercial PAT-cell
three-electrode setup by EL-Cell GmbH was used. The electrodes
were punched to a diameter of 18 mm for the EL-Cell PAT-cell,
afterwards weighed, and dried at 120 °C under high vacuum.
Afterwards, they were transferred into an argon-filled glovebox for
cell assembly. Here, the cathode was assembled as the lower
electrode in the PAT-cell. To enable single electrode studies, a PP
fiber/PE membrane separator by EL-Cell GmbH with an integrated
lithium-metal reference electrode was used (ECC1-00-0210-V/X).
The test cells were filled with 100 μL electrolyte, which is
composed of 1 M LiPF6 conducting salt in a 3 :7 (v:v) solvent
mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and ethyl methyl carbonate
(EMC) with 2 wt% vinylene carbonate (VC) as a formation additive.
Cell formation and cyclization were done with an automated
MACCOR series 4000 test system. The EIS measurements were
performed with a Gamry Reference 3000 potentiostat/galvanostat.
All measurements were performed at a temperature of 20 °C in an
ESPEC SU-641 temperature chamber.

The cell formation procedure is performed with currents based on
the theoretical capacity of the cathode. After formation, a capacity
test at a C-rate of C/10 is applied to determine the practical
capacity of the cell. This value is used to set the currents for the

respective C-rates during cell characterization and aging. The
employed measurement routine with respect to cell formation, cell
characterization, and cell aging is given in Table SI-6. In brief, after
wetting and cell formation, a characterization procedure is applied,
which comprises an EIS measurement and a C-rate test at various
C-rates. Afterwards, a cell aging procedure is applied with 50
charge-discharge cycles between 2.9 V and 4.2 V. These two
procedures are repeated for a total of three characterization
snapshots along 100 aging cycles. Based on this measurement
routine, two cells were assembled and tested. Due to similar
results, one cell was selected for the model-based cell diagnosis in
this work.

Results and Discussion

In this section, we will first evaluate how well the model can
reproduce experimental discharge curves and impedance
spectra, and what insight can be gained from the identified
parameters. Subsequently, we follow the cell during its lifetime
and identify the corresponding changes in model parameters.

Model-based insight into the initial battery state

In a first step, the capability of the model to reproduce
experimental data is discussed. Afterwards, the identified SEI
properties and their implications for cell performance are
elaborated.

Figure 3 shows the initial battery state with experimental
full-cell and half-cell discharge data as well as impedance
spectra (solid lines) and compares them with the simulation
results (dashed lines).

The full-cell discharge curves in Figure 3a show a good
agreement between experiment and simulation for all inves-
tigated C-rates, comparable to other studies in the field.[17,45]

However, an underestimation of the cell voltage becomes
visible in the upper voltage regime for C-rates at and above 1C.
The half-cell discharge data in Figure 3c indicate that this
observed underestimation of the cell voltage should mainly be
attributed to the cathode side. Literature in this context
suggests that this deviation may be related to the formation of
a new phase within individual active material particles, which
results into a sequential particle-by-particle charging and
discharging mechanism, rather than a homogeneous concen-
tration increase in all particles.[61] Another study proposed an
activity-based correction of the solid phase diffusion coefficient,
which could improve the representation of experimental
charge and discharge curves.[51] It was also shown that
mechanical-electrochemical volume changes of the active
material can have a substantial effect on cell performance.[62,63]

Furthermore, the utilization of the median anode and cathode
particle size rather than their respective particle size distribu-
tions likely also contributes to the observed deviations in the
discharge behavior.[44,64,65]

Figure 3b shows the experimental full-cell EIS measurement
and the corresponding simulated impedance spectrum, which
are in very good agreement as evident from the highlighted
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frequencies. At frequencies below 0.1 Hz, an almost linear slope
can be observed, which is commonly attributed to diffusion in
the active material. At higher frequencies between 1 Hz and
1 kHz, a non-ideal, i. e., depressed, semicircle can be seen. These
frequencies are commonly attributed to charge transfer
between active material and electrolyte as well as transport
through the SEI.[58] With our SEI understanding, a differentiation
between SEI and charge transfer is not reasonable. We attribute
these two dynamic processes to the SEI interfaces. As such, the
SEI is inherently bound to the charge transfer, but the bulk SEI
is not responsible for the observed dynamics.

For the interpretation of the half-cell impedance data in
Figure 3d, it is important to be aware of limitations of the
utilized three-electrode setup, which is known to introduce
artefacts in the edge areas of the measured frequency range.[66]

Nonetheless, the half-cell responses at medium frequencies
between 1 kHz and 5 Hz are still valuable. They were used for
the parameterization in order to distinguish between anode
and cathode processes. As a result, this frequency range is
reproduced very well, which indicates a successful identifica-
tion of process dynamics. The relatively poor representation of
the lower frequency range in the full-cell and especially anode
half-cell impedance suggests that the solid diffusion may not
be captured accurately. The wide range of reported diffusion
coefficients as a function of the intercalation degree also
prevents the direct utilization of literature values, which

depend on graphite-type, electrode microstructure, and meas-
urement technique.[64]

The significantly depressed semicircle for the anode half-
cell impedance in Figure 3d suggests the superposition of at
least two dynamic processes. This supports the modeling of
two independent anode processes (de-/intercalation, de-/
adsorption). In contrast, the cathode half-cell impedance in
Figure 3d shows an almost ideal semicircle, which suggests one
characteristic process. Here, the almost linear impedance
increase between 1 kHz and 100 Hz is related to the super-
position of the dynamic response of multiple cathode particles.
On the anode side, this theoretically also occurs but is not that
well visible. Finally, above 1 kHz, the interface between
electrode coating and current collector dominates the cell
dynamics.[25,56] However, a distinct feature for these dynamics,
like observed in other studies, cannot be seen in our
experiments.[57] This renders the corresponding model parame-
ters in our study less insightful.

Overall, the results show that the proposed model can
adequately reproduce EIS measurements and discharge curves
at different C-rates. Consequently, the obtained parameter
values (see Table SI-5) are representative for this wide opera-
tional range and thus inherently more insightful than single-
measurement estimates. In the following, the identified SEI
parameters are discussed in detail.

Figure 3. Simulations with the parameterized model (dashed line) and the experimental data (solid line) for a) full-cell and c) half-cell discharge curves at C/10,
1C, and 2C, and impedance spectra of b) full-cell and d) cathode and anode half-cell at 3.7 V. For a better comparison between experimental and simulated
impedance spectra, five frequencies are highlighted with red markers: 1 kHz (&), 100 Hz (Δ), 10 Hz (*), 1 Hz (r), and 0.1 Hz (× ).
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The estimated SEI thickness is roughly 90 nm. This is within
the range of other simulation studies on SEI growth. In our
previous multiscale modeling study on SEI formation, we
started without any SEI and advanced to a thickness of roughly
40 nm to 60 nm, depending on the formation current.[36] Aging
studies commonly start with SEI thicknesses below 50 nm and
predict SEI growth during aging beyond 100 nm,[23] 300 nm,[67]

or even 600 nm.[17] Experimental studies commonly report
values between roughly 3–100 nm.[9,11,39] This divergence be-
tween experiments and aging-focused simulation studies also
becomes visible in our parameter estimates along aging and
most likely has a systematic origin.

Model-based studies commonly resort to an approximation
of the specific surface area of the active material that is based
on the assumption of perfectly spherical particles (see Table SI-
2). The experimental study by Nowak et al. gives an idea of the
validity of this simplification. They estimated the mass-specific
surface area of different particle size distributions via the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory.[68] Depending on the
median particle size of the sample, the BET-based specific
surface area is roughly three to nine times higher than the
corresponding approximation with spherical particles. Such an
underestimation would result into a proportional overestima-
tion of the SEI thickness, which would explain the difference to
experiments. For a quantitative parameter comparison between
cells with the same electrode, this is not a problem as the initial
microstructure is the same. With different electrodes, a
comparison between SEI parameter estimates should be done
with caution as long as realistic surface area measurements or
model-based approximations are not available.

The estimated ionic conductivity of the SEI is roughly 830
mS m� 1. Practical simulation studies that target the discharge
characteristics along cell aging use ionic conductivities ranging
from 100 mS m� 1 to 10; 000 mS m� 1.[17,67] Compared to studies
that focus on transport properties of individual SEI compo-
nents, these values are relatively high. For instance, Borodin
et al. investigated lithium-ion transport in dilithium ethylene
dicarbonate, Li2EDC, which is a common organic SEI compo-
nent for electrolytes containing ethylene carbonate.[38] From
both molecular dynamics simulations and experiments, they
estimated an ionic conductivity on the order of 0:1 mS m� 1. Shi
et al. discussed defect thermodynamics in lithium carbonate,
looking at its implications for charge transport in the SEI over a
wide voltage range.[40] For the anode side, their simulations
provide a potential-dependent conductivity of roughly
0:01 � 1 mS m� 1.

Obviously, the conductivity of these pure SEI components is
significantly lower than the estimated ionic conductivity in our
work. However, due to the multi-component nature of the SEI,
the observed ohmic resistance will not be the result of just one
component. Zhang et al. found that the poorly conductive LiF
has a significant positive effect on the ionic conductivity of
Li2CO3.

[32] They suggested an improvement of this parameter by
two orders of magnitude. Maibach et al. investigated potential
gradients at the SEI interfaces using photoelectron
spectroscopy.[69] Ongoing SEI formation did not change their
results significantly, suggesting a minimal potential gradient

over the SEI thickness, i. e., a high ionic conductivity. Consider-
ing both the underestimation of the active surface area, i. e.,
the overestimation of the ionic conductivity, and the synergistic
effect between different SEI components, an estimated ionic
conductivity of 830 mS m� 1 points at a multi-component SEI in
our cell.

Finally, the diffusion coefficient of lithium-ions in the SEI
was adopted from density functional theory simulations for
Li2CO3 by Shi et al.[39] They suggested a diffusion coefficient of
roughly 10� 11 m2 s� 1 at 300 K and confirmed it with estimated
SEI resistances from impedance measurements. To reproduce
our experimental data, this value worked well and did not
necessitate an adjustment. However, the following parameter
study reveals that this may differ for cells with other SEI
properties.

Impact of SEI parameters on EIS and C-rate performance

To gauge the importance of individual SEI properties for the
overall cell behavior, we perform a sensitivity analysis for the
SEI thickness, ionic conductivity, diffusion coefficient, and
surface site density. In real batteries, a complex combination of
multiple parameter effects is expected. For instance, not only
the SEI thickness may change upon cell aging but also its
composition and structure. Similarly, a different formation
procedure or different electrolyte additives would be expected
to alter all SEI-related properties. To understand their individual
contributions to the cell behavior, we analyze the four
mentioned SEI parameters separately. This will also help to
perform a rough assignment of the most probable parameter
changes in experimental data without a detailed model-based
analysis.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the effect of these parameters
on the full-cell discharge and impedance behavior, respectively.
The medium values correspond to the estimated initial battery
state from the previous section. The SEI thickness was found to
have a relatively high sensitivity. Thus, this parameter is varied
by roughly �50 nm, whereas the other ones are varied more
widely by a factor of 0.2 and 5.

The SEI thickness in Figure 4a shows a clear effect on all
investigated C-rates from C/10 to 2C. Primarily, this is due to
the direct relation between SEI growth and lithium loss. In
addition, SEI growth impacts mass transport in the electrolyte
phase via a reduced electrode porosity, which leads to an
increased tortuosity according to the Bruggeman relation. For
the two SEI thickness variations of 50 nm and 150 nm, this
translates into a tortuosity decrease of roughly � 5% and an
increase of about +9% compared to the initial state,
respectively. In contrast, a significant contribution of the SEI
ionic conductivity and its diffusion coefficient can be ruled out.
The corresponding discharge curves in Figure 4b and c are
almost indistinguishable even at higher C-rates without the
insets. Finally, the variations of the SEI surface site density in
Figure 4d have an effect on the cell voltage especially at higher
C-rates. The influence of this parameter on kinetics is visible
right from the beginning of discharge. As such, it can be easily
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differentiated from the SEI thickness, which has a more
pronounced effect toward the end of discharge. This delayed
effect is related to mass transport limitations in the electrolyte
phase and a reduced lithium inventory.

In Figure 5a the influence of the SEI thickness on the
impedance response is analyzed. It can be seen that it mainly
yields a higher impedance at the Z0-axis intercept at high
frequencies along with a parallel shift of the whole spectrum.
This is related to its effect on the ohmic resistance of the
surface film, and thus the overall ohmic resistance of the cell.
For comparison, equivalent circuit models commonly differ-
entiate between the dynamics of the SEI, the dynamics of the
anode charge transfer, and the ohmic resistance of the
cell.[25,41,70] In these studies, the SEI resistance likely refers to its
ohmic properties. However, it could also refer to a reaction
resistance at its interface. In our model, the distinction is clear:
The bulk SEI does not have a capacitance. As such, its ionic
conductivity does not significantly alter interfacial kinetics for
reasonably chosen values.

Figure 5b shows the effect of the SEI ionic conductivity.
Here, a lower conductivity mostly affects the Z0-axis intercept at
high frequencies without a proportional shift of the low-
frequency impedance toward higher resistances. This behavior
likely originates from the implementation of the SEI as a

combination of two interfacial processes and one transport
process across the SEI. Its conductivity affects the potentials in
both the active material and the electrolyte phase (see
Equation 4). As a result, an adjustment of this parameter
inherently alters the conditions for both the intercalation
reaction and the adsorption process. Common equivalent
circuit models do not consider this kind of overarching effect of
the SEI on adjacent processes. As discussed before, they rather
separate charge transfer and SEI into two separate resistor-
capacitor elements.

In Figure 5c, the variation of the SEI diffusion coefficient
reveals a possible additional semicircle around a frequency of
1 Hz upon a decrease of this parameter. At the same time, this
shifts the roughly 45°-inclined impedance response below
0.1 Hz to higher ohmic values. When the diffusion coefficient is
increased, the time constant of the diffusion process decreases.
The additional semicircle disappears. In this case, the shape of
the impedance spectrum between roughly 100 Hz and 10 Hz
changes and becomes less depressed, i. e., it approaches the
form of an ideal semicircle. This suggests that a higher diffusion
coefficient causes an overlap with kinetics. In this work, this
parameter was not optimized based on our experimental data
but rather adopted from literature. If experiments show an

Figure 4. Simulated discharge curves for C/10, 1C, and 2C for a variation of a) SEI thickness, b) ionic conductivity of the SEI, c) diffusion coefficient of lithium in
the SEI, and d) SEI surface site density. The simulation of the initial battery state is shown as a reference in each plot (solid line). The simulations are performed
with the same conditions as the experiments.
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additional feature around 1 Hz,[18] an update of this parameter
may become necessary.

Finally, Figure 5d shows the variation of the SEI surface site
density for occupation by lithium-ions. Here, a lower value
creates a larger but still significantly depressed semicircle,
which is composed of three visually distinguishable processes,
namely cathode insertion, anode deintercalation at the solid-
SEI interface, and desorption at the SEI-electrolyte interface.
Here, especially the dynamic at the outer SEI interface, i. e., the
de-/adsorption process, contributes to the impedance increase.
A higher surface site density, i. e., more places for occupation
by lithium-ions, substantially decreases the impedance re-
sponse. This behavior is well expected as the surface site
density has a direct effect on the interfacial reaction and
process kinetics (see Equation 10, 17). As mentioned earlier
though, a change of the surface site density without a change
in SEI composition, i. e., ionic conductivity, is not expected for
real batteries.

In summary, the performed parameter study highlights that
the ionic conductivity and the diffusion coefficient of the SEI
have an almost negligible effect on the discharge behavior but
a notable effect in the impedance spectra. In contrast, the SEI
thickness and the surface site density can influence the
complete cell behavior. Nonetheless, the interfacial properties
of the SEI remain much more sensitive in the EIS simulations.
This indicates that the interfacial and bulk properties of the SEI
are less relevant for the optimization of a cell’s discharge
performance. However, these parameters may be the key for a
better understanding of cell aging.

The results further illustrate the importance of a multi-step
parameter estimation similar to previous works.[20,71] For
instance, the SEI thickness in our model is directly related to
the loss of lithium inventory. The analysis of a discharge curve
at a low C-rate enables a parameter estimation without
significant parameter interactions due to negligible kinetic and
transport limitations. If the SEI thickness was instead extracted
from an EIS measurement, the experimental data could also be
reproduced by adjusting the SEI ionic conductivity (see Fig-
ure 5). For this reason, the earlier introduced multi-step
parameterization strategy is so important (see Figure 2,
Table 1).

Impact of aging on cell state and SEI properties

The results from the model-based cell diagnosis along cell
aging provide in-depth insights into the underlying reasons for
cell behavior changes. A better understanding of these
degradation mechanisms lays the foundation for better aging
predictions. Furthermore, it facilitates cell design improvements
to mitigate cell degradation in the first place. In the following,
the experimental data for aging cycle 50 and 100 are analyzed.
Subsequently, the updated model parameters are discussed
with respect to their contribution to the observed cell behavior
changes.

Figure 6a and b show the experimental and the simulated
discharge curves for cycle 50 and 100. The performance at cycle
0 is shown for comparison (black lines). It can be seen that the
capacity at C/10 decreases significantly during the first 50 aging

Figure 5. Simulated full-cell impedance spectra at 3.7 V with the parameterized model for a variation of a) SEI thickness, b) ionic conductivity of the SEI, c)
diffusion coefficient of lithium in the SEI, and d) SEI surface site density. The simulation of the initial battery state is shown as a reference in each plot (solid
line). The simulations are performed with the same conditions as the experiments. For a better understanding of the underlying process changes, five
frequencies are highlighted with red markers: 1 kHz (&), 100 Hz (Δ), 10 Hz (*), 1 Hz (r), and 0.1 Hz (×).
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cycles (� 5.5%). The additional capacity loss during the
subsequent 50 cycles is relatively small (� 1.5%). In contrast,
the performance at 2C improves over the course of the first 50
aging cycles (+5.8%) and even further during the subsequent
50 cycles (+4.7%).

The simulations capture the capacity decline at C/10 very
well. The performance improvement at 2C is reproduced
qualitatively by the simulations although the total improve-
ment is moderately underestimated. In our model, the capacity
loss at low C-rates is attributed to SEI growth (see Figure 4a).
However, a pure thickness increase would result in lower
capacities also at higher C-rates, which is not observed in the
measurements. Instead, the parameter update (over-) compen-
sates this anticipated performance decline. Regarding kinetics,
the surface site density may have increased, though the effect
on the discharge capacity was small in Figure 4d. The
remainder of the performance improvement may be attributed
to reduced transport limitations in both anode and cathode.

For a deeper understanding of the observed performance
improvement, the impedance behavior changes are analyzed.

The comparison between the full-cell EIS measurements
and simulations at aging cycle 50 and 100 are shown in
Figure 6c and d, respectively. The experimental impedance
spectrum directly after cell formation, i. e., aging cycle 0, is
provided for comparison in both figures. It can be seen that the
full-cell impedance decreases substantially within the first 50
aging cycles. Between cycle 50 and 100, the spectrum changes
less significantly. Here, only a small additional decrease of the
semicircle between roughly 1 kHz and 1 Hz can be observed,
which points at kinetic improvements.

To identify the origin of the impedance decline, Figure 6e
shows the anode half-cell impedance along aging. It reveals
that the anode impedance between cycle 0 and 50 decreases
more rapidly than the full-cell impedance, which implies a
simultaneous rise of the cathode impedance. On the anode
side, the significant impedance reduction upon cycling points
at substantial improvements in cell kinetics. A similarly strong

Figure 6. Comparison of experimental discharge curves (solid lines) and simulations after the model-based cell diagnosis (dashed lines) for a) cycle 50 and b)
cycle 100. Experimental data for cycle 0 is shown for comparison (solid black lines). Experimental impedance spectra at 3.7 V (solid line) are compared with
corresponding simulations (dashed line) for c) cycle 50 and d) cycle 100. The experimental data for cycle 0 is again shown with a solid black line for
comparison. e) Experimental and simulated anode half-cell impedance spectra for cycle 0, 50, and 100. Five frequencies are highlighted with red markers:
1 kHz (&), 100 Hz (Δ), 10 Hz (*), 1 Hz (r), and 0.1 Hz (×).
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decline of the anode half-cell impedance was observed in
literature in the context of manganese poisioning of the SEI,
which alters its interfacial properties.[14] However, this work uses
NMC622 rather than lithium-mangenese-oxide as the cathode
active material so that manganese dissolution on the cathode
side should be less of an issue.[72] Another explanation may be
a kinetically favorable evolution of its interfacial composition
and structure due to the decomposition of less stable SEI
components. Regarding the slight increase of the cathode
impedance during cycling, both the formation of a surface layer
and a surface reconstruction of the active material seem
reasonable.[52,73] A precise identification of the actual degrada-
tion mechanism would require additional experiments like X-
ray diffraction to elucidate changes in the active material
crystal structure. Although out of scope of this work, this kind
of targeted experiments cannot (yet) be substituted with a
model-based cell diagnosis based on simple measurements.
For a truly knowledge-based optimization of a cell’s aging

characteristics, this additional level of insights into the cell
would be beneficial.

In the following, the evolution of the model parameters
along cell aging is discussed. In Figure 7, the parameter
estimates are given both as absolute parameter values and
relative parameter changes with respect to the initial battery
state, i. e., cycle 0.

As already expected based on the experimental discharge
data, there is ongoing but significantly decelerating SEI growth.
This explains the substantial capacity decline during the first 50
aging cycles, followed by a marginal additional decline during
the subsequent 50 cycles. This trend is in good agreement with
research on SEI-related capacity fade.[23,74]

The ionic SEI conductivity shows first a moderate increase
after 50 cycles and rises even more significantly up to cycle
100. On the chemical level, the identified conductivity increase
of the SEI may be related to i) a change in the SEI composition
due to the decomposition of less stable and also less

Figure 7. Parameter estimates from the model-based cell diagnosis along the first 100 aging cycles after cell formation. The first row shows the evolution of
the SEI thickness, its ionic conductivity, and its surface site density. The second row shows the anode tortuosity as well as the active material-side and the
electrolyte-side double-layer capacitance of the SEI. The third row shows the cathode reaction rate constant, its double-layer capacitance, and the cathode
solid diffusion coefficient. Absolute parameter values are indicated by black markers; relative parameter changes are shown with purple markers.
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conductive components like Li2EDC[38] or ii) a performance-
enhancing doping of the SEI with synergistic components like
LiF.[32]

The surface site density increases almost linearly during
aging. This improves kinetics and yields a decline in anode
impedance as well as a performance improvement during
discharge. A possible explanation for a higher surface site
density is an increased surface roughness: Due to the multi-
component nature of the SEI, it is likely that a partial
decomposition of less stable components could alter its
structure and create a rougher surface with more available
surface sites. Furthermore, the mechanical stress on the SEI due
to the volume expansion of the anode active material during
cycling can induce cracks in the surface film.[12,75] Although
these cracks would heal by a rapid formation of new SEI, this
would alter its surface structure. Alternatively, the observed
improvement of kinetics could also relate to a change in
interfacial species that may fascilitate, e.g., electrolyte
stripping.[76] As such, the increased surface site density may
refer to either a larger active surface area, faster kinetics at the
same surface sites, or most likely a combination of both. Again,
additional experiments like depth profiling,[77] spatial resistivity
mapping,[78] or imaging of the SEI[11,79,80] could help to identify
the underlying reason for this parameter change by providing a
better understanding of SEI structure and composition.

The anode tortuosity was found to decrease by 14.1%
during aging, suggesting improved transport in the electrolyte
phase. Further, the tortuosity change depends on cell age:
there is a substantial tortuosity decline up to cycle 50 (� 12.3%)
and an additional decline up to cycle 100 (� 1.8%). The SEI-
related reduction of the anode pore space compensates only
little of this mass transport improvement. There are multiple
possible explanations for the tortuosity decrease, i. e., the
improvement of the effective transport properties in the anode
electrolyte phase: This change may originate from i) gaseous
species[81] that are trapped within the cell and that escape over
time, ii) a partial decomposition of less stable SEI
components,[11] or iii) a change in the overall transport proper-
ties of the electrolyte as a result of dissolved reaction products
from the SEI formation. The first option could be investigated
by using a different cell format, which allows for degassing
after cell formation. Changes in the microstructural properties
of the anode could be investigated via mercury intrusion
porosimetry[68] or FIB/SEM tomography,[82] which may help to
detect a shift in the incremental pore volume distribution.
However, maintaining the formed SEI structure during the
sample preparation would be challenging. Furthermore, the
swelling of the binder upon contact with liquid electrolyte
could not be considered. Finally, the cell formation process
itself may change the effective transport properties in the
electrolyte phase. In this context, Ushirogata et al. proposed a
near-shore aggregation mechanism based on DFT simulations
to explain SEI formation.[83] Within this mechanism, reaction
products do not directly become part of a solid surface film.
Instead, they desorb, diffuse into the electrolyte phase, and
form aggregates. These aggregates finally coalesce and com-
plete the SEI formation upon contact with the electrode.

However, some reaction products may still be present in the
bulk electrolyte phase after the cell formation process is
officially finished. Whereas some reaction products may only
remain temporarily in the electrolyte phase until further
reaction or aggregation,[84,85] others like lithium butylene
dicarbonate may not precipitate on the electrode surface at all
due to their high solubility.[86] As a result, a long-term effect of
these species on lithium-ion transport within the electrolyte
phase may be expected. In the end, a comprehensive
experimental analysis of the electrolyte after cell formation
would be necessary to identify the cause for changes in the
mass transport in the electrolyte, and thus in the adjusted
parameter ta.

The double-layer capacitance at the interface between SEI
and electrolyte increases by a factor of about three during
aging. Evaluated on its own, this would shift the time constant
of the adsorption process toward higher values, according to
t ¼ R � C. Overall, the experimental data show a slight shift of
the 10 Hz frequency point toward the left side, i. e., higher
frequencies. However, the surface site density increases even
more significantly during aging, i. e., the process resistance
decreases (see Figure 6e). This insight is surprising, as capaci-
tance is the product of surface area and specific capacitance. As
a result, a proportional change of surface site density and
capacitance would have been expected. It can be concluded
that the specific capacitance and with it the physical nature of
the double-layer, i. e., the permittivity of the SEI, must have
changed.

Similar to the outer SEI interface, the double-layer capaci-
tance at the inner interface between anode active material and
SEI also increases along aging. However, it changes by a factor
of about four instead of three, indicating a different SEI
composition at its two interfaces. This is in good agreement
with the experimentally observed two-layer structure of the
SEI.[77]

Finally, the cathode-related parameters are discussed. As a
reminder, we simplified the cathode-side processes at the
active material particles to one effective process, which is
similar to common ECMs.[25,87] A brief look at the anode and
cathode half-cell impedance in Figure 3d underlines that this is
a valid assumption for our cell. The cathode impedance
between 0.1 Hz and 100 Hz resembles an almost perfect
semicircle, corresponding to one dynamic process. The more
linear stretch at higher frequencies originates from the spatial
distribution of particle relaxations in the electrode and partially
from an overlap with the contact resistance. Nonetheless, the
model could be easily extended by a cathode surface film. This
would be necessary, e.g., if the impedance had more similarity
with a depressed semicircle, which would suggest the super-
position of more than one dynamic process.

As expected based on the experimental impedance data,
the reaction kinetics on the cathode side deteriorate with
cyclization. Although the degradation decelerates slightly from
cycle 50 (� 14.3%) to cycle 100 (� 8.8%), the trend suggests
ongoing aging similar to our previous work.[18]

The double-layer capacitance on the cathode side increases
by 17.7% from cycle 0 to cycle 50 and an additional 19.2% up
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to cycle 100. This indicates changes in the nature of the
interface between active material and electrolyte. In addition,
the often discussed mechanical degradation of the active
material particles[52,72,88] may also contribute to the increase of
the capacitance via an increase of active surface area.

The solid diffusion coefficient in the cathode active material
was found to affect mainly the end of discharge. It increased by
8.3% until cycle 50 and by an additional 4.6% up to cycle 100.
A possible reason for this could be again the formation of
cracks in the active material, shortening solid diffusion path-
ways. However, the electron transport distance would increase
at the same time, rendering the overall impact of microcracks
on cell performance unclear.[89] It was also reported that a
coating with Al2O3 during active material production improves
both charge transfer and apparent solid diffusion.[90] Although
this specific surface species cannot explain our estimated
diffusion improvement, it illustrates the possible impact of any
surface film on the apparent diffusion coefficient. To identify
the actual reason behind this parameter change, an experimen-
tal examination of the particles’ structure and surface composi-
tion would be necessary.

Conclusion

In this paper, we show the first physicochemical lithium-ion
battery and SEI model, which not only reproduces EIS data and
discharge curves, but that can also be used for a detailed
analysis of the battery state. Within this model, our under-
standing of the SEI comprises two interfacial processes, which
are connected by the bulk SEI via migration and diffusion. This
detailed modeling allows not only to look at the state and
limiting processes within a cell, but it also allows to trace back
changes in cell behavior to distinct cell and SEI properties. Our
analysis highlights that SEI growth does not inevitably lead to
an impedance rise. In most equivalent circuit models, the SEI
resistance represents one dynamic process, which i) would
trigger an impedance increase upon SEI growth or ii) lump
together the effect of SEI thickness, conductivity, and interfacial
process kinetics. In either case, this prevents a precise local-
ization of performance limitations and degradation processes.
Our model allows for a reasonable explanation of a shrinking
anode impedance despite ongoing SEI growth by considering
changes in its interfacial processes.

During the initial battery state estimation, we found that
the SEI thickness in our and other simulation studies are
systematically overestimated compared to experiments. In
battery models, the linearly related specific surface area is
commonly calculated for a representative spherical particle.
Measurements of this parameter from other studies reveal
much larger values, which originate from both non-uniform
particle size distributions and non-spherical particle shapes. To
make SEI parameter values comparable between different
electrode designs, a measurement or a reliable approximation
of the specific surface area is recommended.

The model-based aging analysis offered a perspective on
the evolution of SEI properties after formation. It could be

shown that SEI growth with its consumption of cyclable lithium
and a change in electrode porosity has a significant effect on a
cell’s discharge behavior. The ionic conductivity of the SEI was
found to be relatively high compared to pure SEI components,
suggesting significant synergistic effects. This also means that a
fine-tuning of the bulk SEI composition in our cell could not
offer a meaningful improvement in discharge performance. In
contrast, the interfacial characteristic of the SEI, i. e., its surface
site density, significantly influences the impedance response,
but it also has a distinct effect on the overpotential during
discharge. Its substantial increase along aging due to a drastic
anode impedance decline suggests fundamental changes in
the interfacial composition and structure of the SEI. Such
significant changes could serve as a predictor for cell aging or
even enable a better understanding of the cell formation
process.

In the end, the experiments in this work were designed to
demonstrate the in-depth insights into the cell state with the
proposed modeling and diagnostics concept. Future studies
may consider to extend the model-based cell diagnosis to
large-format cells without reference electrodes. Here, additional
measurements like the nonlinear frequency response analysis[91]

or model-defined experiments may help to distinguish be-
tween anode- and cathode-related processes based on full-cell
data. This would provide access to detailed cell diagnostics for
large-scale applications like quality gates in battery production
or data mining on battery usage data.

Supporting Information
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Information.
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